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 ✤ ✤ ✤ 

“Cities, unlike human creatures, may grow to be so old that at least they will become 

new”…  . . . William Winter

 ✤ ✤ ✤ 

This book explores the issues of livability and intervention strategies 
in old urban cores of Calcutta. This work will attempt to address these 
issues in a broad sense by making it applicable to cities of similar genre, by 
working on certain generic methodologies of intervention possibilities. 
There are urban areas which have existed since couple of thousand 
years ago or even more; then, there are other ones which have been 
lost into time, creating a semiotics of myth and facts. There has been 
extensive research work done for spatial-cum-thematic exploration of 
many of the old cities, and thematic development planning guidelines 
as well. However, an attempt to co-relate the explorations to determine 
development planning guidelines is still an area worked less upon. 
The minimal temporal changes, downtrodden conditions, ill-managed 
infrastructures, poor quality of life and environmental vulnerability 
make the old cities a matter of interest; in the process, demanding probe 
into the accountability of planning history. 
 City cores does require better development plan guidelines, which 
should have an inspiration from past; thus restoring their heritage 
and	generic	nature.	The	findings	 from	 this	book	can	 furnish	 a	 list	of	
parameters that might be used to test the reason for: evolution, existence 
or degeneration of old cities, with a focus on physical attributes of 
transformation dynamics. Within the broad parameters, there might 
as	well	 be	 finer	 indicators	which	 determine	 the	 relationship	 between	
tangible or hard parameters (like infrastructure) and intangible or soft 
parameters (like religious gathering). The evolved traits can further be 
used to specify guidelines under the concept of thematic development 
plans. Through this process, there would be determination of methods 
to restore denser fabric while offering requisite livability, which is 
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almost like offering an alternative urban scheme in the broader aspect 
of new generation of urban planning in India, which still prioritizes 
on demography and infrastructure for preparing development plans’ 
guidelines.
The case of Central Kolkata is intended as a base for application of 
this study. This area has an interesting mix of problems and facilities, 
juxtaposed from archaic time; besides having a strong perpetual image 
and issues directly linked to heritage, health, quality of life, economy, 
governance, environment and transportation. Central Kolkata has 
quintessential neighbourhoods where a range of activities are present, 
including	railway	stations,	educational	hub,	office	hub,	medical	facilities,	
gold business, wholesale daily markets and even prostitution; and a 
hoard of other activities. Multiplicity of statutory authorities involved 
makes it even more complex to deal with. Since there have been minimal 
temporal changes in Central Kolkata (in comparison to the rest of the 
city) and it has survived ages, the strengths of these organically planned 
settlements might serve as a prototype for future settlements. 
Thus, this book will look to answer these questions:
•	 Why	do	core	cities	get	degenerative?	
•	 Isn’t	 there	 an	 ardent	 need	 of	 setting	 the	 functional	 and	 spatial	
development	parameters	of	old	cities	based	on	their	historic	development?
•	 Can	 historic	 evolution	 of	 cities	 help	 in	 determining	 the	 future	
development	models?

Keywords: City, History, Transformation, Core Calcutta, Development 
Plan Guidelines and Future Cities
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 ✤ ✤ ✤ 

“Calcutta is not for everyone.
You want your city clean and green, stick to Delhi. 

You want your city rich and impersonal, go to Bombay. 
You want them hi-tech and full of draught beer, Bangalore’s your place.

But if you want a city with a soul, come to Calcutta.”
  . . . Vir Sanghvi

 ✤ ✤ ✤ 

This quote truly explains the spirit of Kolkata. The book “Re-interpreting 
Urban Fabric in Cities with Living Heritage: The Case of Kolkata” has captured 
the soul of Central Kolkata in its true spirit (as mentioned in the quote above). 
The fact there is an order behind the chaos and chatter in the hidden alleys 
of Central Kolkata, has been wonderfully captured by the authors. This is 
not a book for just academics; instead, it’s a book that all “Calcuttans” should 
proudly read. The insight which this book is providing is truly useful for the 
policy makers of our beloved city. I wish the authors and publishers all the 
success for this publication.

Prof. Debashis Sanyal 
(Head, Department of  Architecture, NIT Raipur)

15th January 2020, Raipur

Kolkata is not just any other city and is unique in the way it has grown. 
There are many spaces in this special city that continue to be memories of 
an era gone by – with experiences and emotions almost as though frozen in 
time. Even so, buildings that have been built in the last couple of decades and 
continue to be built, do often take away from the character of the city that 
was, thereby transforming the social and cultural fabric and the vocabulary 
as well. Architectural practice in Central Kolkata is especially critical due to 
the overarching development control regulations; Or in fact maybe a lack of 
appropriate regulations. This book offers an alternative urban scheme which 
might be theoretical at present but does open doors to a different way of looking 
at these issues. Being born and raised in Kolkata has given the author a personal 
insight into the urban setting of Bowbazar area, and this particular aspect makes 
this	book	different.	As	an	architect,	this	book	definitely	made	a	difference	to	the	
way I looked at this part of the glorious city of Kolkata.

Architect Gita Sharma Balakrishnan
(Founder and Curator of  Ethos & ACEDGE;  
Former Chairperson IIA West Bengal Chapter)

20th January 2020, Kolkata
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